INSECTOLOGY FOOD FOR BUZZ

ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
serving as an emergency food
source for city dwelling insects

INSECTOLOGY: FOOD FOR BUZZ
To Atelier Boelhouwer the relationship between flowers and insects is
one of the most fascinating connections found in nature. Flowers evolved
to serve insects and insects evolved to serve flowers simultaneously.
Nowadays, however, with all of us living in urban jungles made of concrete
and stone, the presence of flowers has become something less natural.
This lack of flowering has resulted in a drastic insect population decline.
Making urban environments flower again, will stimulate our so important
insect population and help them to flourish again. But how can you make
a concrete base flower? How do you tell a bee that it can eat something
it isn’t used to? To answer these questions Atelier Boelhouwer developed
Insectology: Food for Buzz, a series of artificial ongoing flowering flowers
to serve as an emergency food source for the ‘big 5 of pollination’: bees,
bumblebees, hoverflies, butterflies and moths.
Together with engineers and scientists these 5 colourful, man-made
flowers have been developed to be self-sustaining and continuously
producing natural objects that form the ultimate attractions to those of
the big 5. These flowers produce sugar water by catching rainwater. The
rainwater is transported to a tank which contains sugar, there it gets mixed
together and then automatically pumped back into the small containers.
Those containers are adjusted to the length of the tongue of each species.
The flowers petals communicate the fact that this is actual food and are
adjusted to their faceted eyes and shape and colour of preference. To have
a big impact these flowers aim to take over all unused empty spots and
therefore bringing back the buzzing and fluttering sounds of those small
creatures we can’t ever miss in our landscapes.
Insectology: Food for Buzz is still in development and we’re looking to
team up with scientists and investors from all over the world to make
this project into a great success. Amongst future plans are material and
assembling development - working towards a bio-based material that is
durable, doing bigger and more behavioural research and making a bigger
impact on the population by adding more flower and construction varieties.
I’m looking forward to getting in contact with you and discuss possibilities.
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